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Abstract

Singing-voice separation is an important task for extracting singing voice from

music signal. Singing voice provides useful information about a song which

is used in many applications. Music accompaniment can be assumed to be

in a low-rank subspace, since it has a repetition structure in a song. On the

other hand, singing voices can be assumed to be relatively sparse within songs.

Based on this assumption, Huang et al. (2012) proposed to use robust princi-

pal component analysis for singing-voice separation. However, if music signal

is corrupted by noise, it is not appropriate to use robust principal component

analysis for singing-voice separation. In this thesis, we propose using Data-

adaptive principal component analysis for separation approach. In a simula-

tion study, we observe that our approach have better performance when music

signal is corrupted by noise.

Keywords: Data-adaptive principal component analysis, Singing-voice separa-

tion, Spectrogram decomposition approach
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Singing-voice separation (SVS) is a task for extracting singing voice from

music signal. A singing voice provides useful information about a song which

is used in many applications, such as singing identification, singing voice

activity detection, and lyric recognition. However, a singing voice obtained

from a real world is mixed with music accompaniment. In these cases, SVS

can be used to remove music accompaniment.

SVS approaches can be classified into two categories, supervised ap-

proaches and unsupervised approaches. In this thesis, we focus on unsu-

pervised approaches. Huang et al. (2012) proposed to use Robust Principal

Component Analysis (RPCA) for SVS, which is a matrix factorization al-

gorithm for solving underlying low-rank and sparse matrices. However, if

music signal is corrupted by noise, it is not appropriate to use RPCA for

SVS. Music signals obtained from a real world are often corrupted by noise.

In this thesis, we propose to use Data-adaptive Principal Component

Analysis (DPCA) for SVS, which is a feature extraction method for various
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error distribution. In simulation study, we observe that DPCA gives better

performance than RPCA under some situations.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we

introduce the concepts of spectrogram decomposition approach, and explain

the characteristics of singing voice and music accompaniment. Also, we re-

view the concepts about RPCA and DPCA, and provide details to use DPCA

for SVS. Simulation study and real data analysis are provided in Chapter 3.

Lastly, conclusions are given in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Overview

2.1 Spectrogram decomposition approach

2.1.1 Spectrogram decomposition framework

Suppose that we have a music signal m. For given music signal m, we

regard all musical sounds from the human voice as singing voice v. The

remaining part excluding singing voice is considered as music accompaniment

a. Then, music signal m can be expressed by the sum of singing voice v and

music accompaniment a,

m = v + a. (2.1)

The main goal of SVS is to extract singing voice v from music signal m.

Since music signals are time-varying signals, the classic Fourier transform

is not sufficient to analyze music signals. Time−frequency analysis is an
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efficient tool for such use. The Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is a

basic type of time−frequency analysis. For music signal m, we can compute

the STFT by

M(f, t) =
∑
n

mt(n)e−
j2πfn
N

where mt(n) = w(n)m(Wt + n). N and W denote the size and hop size of

window, respectively. w is a windowing function, commonly a Hann window.

Since STFT is linear, we obtain

M(f, t) = V (f, t) + A(f, t), (2.2)

where V and A are STFT of v and a in (2.1), respectively. However, it is

difficult to analyze (2.2) directly because phase occurs irregularly. Therefore,

we discard phase, and use remaining magnitude |M |, which is called spectro-

gram. Since the additivity of (2.2) does not hold in spectrogram domain, it

is often assumed that the additivity of (2.2) is approximately hold as follows:

∣∣M(f, t)
∣∣2γ =

∣∣V (f, t)
∣∣2γ +

∣∣A(f, t)
∣∣2γ , (2.3)

where γ ∈ (0, 1], which is called the scale compression parameter. For conve-

nience, |M |2γ with proper γ is simplified as M in the rest of the thesis. We

decompose M into the sum of two spectrograms V and A.

However, it is difficult to directly use the outputs which are obtained

from spectrogram-based separation framework. This separated spectrogram

has no information about phase. In addition, there may be errors, since the

approximation of (2.3) is not precise. To overcome these problems, Huang

et al. (2012) applied binary masking for source separation. It is performed
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as follows:

V (f, t) = Mb(f, t) M(f, t) (2.4)

A(f, t) = (1−Mb(f, t)) M(f, t) (2.5)

where Mb, which is called binary time-frequency masking, is defined as fol-

lows:

Mb(f, t) =


1,
∣∣V (f, t)

∣∣ > gain ∗
∣∣A(f, t)

∣∣
0, otherwise.

(2.6)

Then, the time-domain signals are reconstructed from V and A by using

inverse STFT.

2.1.2 Low-rankness and Sparsity

In this section, we discuss the characteristics of singing voice and music

accompaniment. At first, we discuss about low-rankness of singing voice and

music accompaniment. If there are many sound elements in a source, then

its spectrogram may be high-rank. However, if those sound elements can be

approximated using a few spectra, the spectrogram could be expected to be

low-rank although there are many sound elements.

Music accompaniment usually consists of limited number of instruments

and note. Also, it is relatively stable and has a repetition structure in a

song. Therefore, music accompaniment can be assumed to be in a low-rank

subspace.

On the other hand, the singing voice is relatively unstable and has more

variation, since it is affected by a singer’s condition or characteristics. Thus,

a spectrogram of singing voice may have high rank.
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Secondly, we discuss about sparsity of singing voice and music accom-

paniment. Music accompaniment generally consists of many polyphonic in-

struments. On the contrary, singing voice usually consists of one or a few

number of singer’s voices. Also, there are parts where singing voice is not

played, but music accompaniment is still played in a song. From the above

discussion, singing voice can be regarded as relatively sparse within a song.

2.1.3 Evaluation criteria

To measure performance in source separation, we use the BSS EVAL

toolbox designed by Fèvotte et al. Suppose we have the separated output

signal ŝ obtained from SVS. Then it can be decomposed as follows,

ŝ = starget + einterf + enoise + eartif , (2.7)

where starget denotes the original target source, einterf is the interferences of

the unwanted sources, enoise is the perturbation noise, and eartif is the arti-

facts occur in the separation procedure. The calculation of Source to Distor-

tion Ration (SDR), Normalized SDR (NSDR), and Global NSDR (GNSDR)

are defined as follows:

SDR = 10 log10

∥∥starget∥∥2∥∥einterf + eartif
∥∥2 , (2.8)

NSDR(ŝ, starget,m) = SDR(ŝ, starget)− SDR(m, starget), (2.9)

GNSDR =

∑K
k=1wkNSDRk∑K

k=1wk
, (2.10)

where k is the index of a song and K is the total number of the songs, and wk

is the length of the kth song. Higher values of SDR and GNSDR represent

better separation quality.
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2.2 Robust Principal Component Analysis

Suppose we have a p×n data matrix M , and know that it can be decom-

posed as

M = L0 + S0, (2.11)

where L0 is a low-rank matrix and S0 is a sparse matrix. Candès et al. (2009)

showed that under rather weak assumptions, the following convex program,

named Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA), exactly recovers the

low-rank L0 and the sparse S0:

minimize ‖L‖∗ + λ‖S‖1

subject to L+ S = M, (2.12)

where ‖·‖∗ and ‖·‖1 denote the nuclear norm (sum of singular values) and

l1-norm (sum of the absolute values of matrix elements), respectively. The

parameter λ is a trade-off parameter between the rank of L and the sparsity

of S. Candès et al. suggested λ = 1/
√

max(p, n). Huang et al. (2012)

proposed to use RPCA for SVS, and generalized it as λ = k/
√

max(p, n)

with a parameter k.

The RPCA result is limited to the low-rank component being exactly

low-rank and the sparse component being exactly sparse. However, in real

world applications the observations are often corrupted by noise affecting

every entry of the data matrix (Zihan Zhou et al., 2010). If a music signal is

corrupted by noise, it is appropriate to use another method to consider the

noise. In the following section, we review the concepts about Data-adaptive

Principal Component Analysis (DPCA), and provide details to use DPCA

for SVS.
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2.3 Data-adaptive Principal Component Anal-

ysis

2.3.1 Principal Component Analysis

Suppose we have a random vector x = (x1, ..., xp)
ᵀ with mean vector µ

and covariance matrix Σ. The conventional PCA solves the following opti-

mization problem:

min
µ,A,ξ

E‖x− µ− Aξ‖2

subject to AᵀA = Iq, (2.13)

where A is a p × q matrix and ξ is a q-dimensional vector of parameters,

which can be expressed by ξ = Bx with a q × p weight matrix B.

For given the observation x1, ..., xn, the above criterion can be written as

min
µ,A,ξi

n∑
i=1

‖xi − µ− Aξi‖2

subject to AᵀA = Iq. (2.14)

The solutions of (2.14) are

µ̂ = x̄, Â = Vq = [v1, ..., vq], and ξ̂ = V ᵀ
q (x− µ̂), (2.15)

where vj is the p-dimensional eigenvector associated with the jth largest

eigenvalue of Σ. Thus, the best rank-q approximation of xi is given by

x̂i = µ̂+ VqV
ᵀ
q (xi − µ̂). (2.16)

The estimates of low-rank matrix L0, in (2.11), is given by

L̂0 = [x̂1, x̂2, ..., x̂n]. (2.17)
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As observed from the above procedure, the conventional PCA only uses

the second moments of data. Therefore, it is not efficient for analyzing skewed

or heavy-tailed data and is not appropriate for SVS since it overlooks the

sparsity and skewness of data.

2.3.2 Data-adaptive Principal Component Analysis

Lim and Oh (2016) proposed a DPCA, which is a new type PCA which

reflects the various information of data. They considered the following asym-

metric density function,

fτ,c(u; µ, σ) =
τ(1− τ)

σ
exp

{
− ρτ,c

(u− µ
σ

)}
, (2.18)

where µ and σ are location and scale parameters, respectively. The function

ρτ,c, which is termed an asymmetric Huber function, is defined by

ρτ,c(u) =



(τ − 1)(u+ 0.5c) for u < −c

0.5(1− τ)u2/c for − c ≤ u < 0

0.5τu2/c for 0 ≤ u < c

τ(u− 0.5c) for c ≤ u,

(2.19)

with c = 1.345. The parameter τ determines the skewness of density. They

considered a weighted average of the density fτ,c according to different τ ’s.

The weighted average of fτ,c generates skewed or multi-modal density func-

tions that represents various noise distributions.

They observed that the weighted average of fτ,c(u) corresponds to the

function
∑K

k=1wkρτk,c(u), termed “composite asymmetric Huber function.”
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By using the above fact, they proposed the following optimization:

min
µ,A,ξ

E

K∑
k=1

wk‖x− µ− Aξ‖ρτk

subject to AᵀA = Iq, (2.20)

where uρτk :=
∑p

j=1 ρτk,c(ui) with u = (u1, ..., up)
ᵀ, τ1, ..., τK are the constants

between 0 and 1, and wk are the weights satisfying
∑

k wk = 1 correspond to

τk.

For given observation x1, ..., xn, the above criterion is written as

min
µ,A,ξi

n∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

wi,k‖xi − µ− Aξi‖ρτk

subject to AᵀA = Iq. (2.21)

In this thesis, we set τ ’s as τ = 0.05, 0.1, ..., 0.9, 0.95. For the weight vector

wi = (wi,1, ..., wi,K), we use wi =
(
f̂i
(
F̂−1i (τ1)

)
, f̂i
(
F̂−1i (τ2)

)
, ..., f̂i

(
F̂−1i (τK)

))
,

where f̂i and F̂i are the estimated marginal probability density function and

cumulative distribution function of the observation xi, respectively.

The solution Â, µ̂ and ξ̂i’s of (2.21) can be obtained by a pseudo data

approach. Then, the estimates of low-rank matrix L0 in (2.11), is given by

L̂0 = [x̂1, x̂2, ..., x̂n], (2.22)

where x̂i = µ̂+ Âξ̂i. Also, the estimates of S0 is given by

Ŝ0 = M − L̂0. (2.23)

If a music signal is corrupted by noise, it is appropriate to use DPCA

rather than RPCA for SVS, since DPCA automatically reflects the distribu-

tional features of the data.
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Chapter 3

Numerical result

3.1 Simulation study

In this section, we follow the simulation framework in Zihan Zhou et al.

(2010). First, we generate an n× n data matrix M as follows:

M = L0 + Z0 + S0. (3.1)

Each entry of Z0 is i.i.d. N(0, σ2). A matrix L0 is generated as L0 = UV ᵀ

where both U and V are n × r matrices with i.i.d. N(0, σ2
n) entries, with

σ2
n = 25 σ√

n
. The entries of S0 are independently distributed, each taking

on value 0 with probability 1− ρs, and uniformly distributed in [−5, 5] with

probability ρs. In this study, the results of the DPCA are obtained on the

assumption that the number of components r is already known. Also, the

parameter λ in RPCA is set to λ = 1/n. For each setting of parameters, we

report the average errors over 20 trials. We use ‖L̂−L0‖F/‖L0‖F to evaluate

the performance of the recovery task for the low-rank component.
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Fig. 1(a) shows the error with different levels of σ. We fix n = 200,

ρs = 0.2 and r = 10, in this experiment. As predicted by our main result,

the error of DPCA decreases rapidly as σ increases. On the other hand, the

error of RPCA decreases slowly as σ increases. If σ is greater than 0.5, then

the error of DPCA is less than the error of RPCA. Now we fix σ = 0.5.

Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(a) show the results with varying ρs (when n = 200

is fixed) and n (when ρs = 0.2 is fixed). In Fig. 1(b), the error decreases

approximately linearly as ρs decreases in both DPCA and RPCA. The error

of DPCA is less than the error of RPCA for all ρs. In Fig. 2(a), the error of

DPCA decreases as n increases, and is less than the error of RPCA for all n.

In Fig. 2(b) we fix σ = 0.5, and plot the error as a function of n, with the

rank of L0 grows in proportion to n. The result shows that the two methods

have similar performance. As a result, the simulation results clearly shows

that DPCA can recover a low-rank matrix L0, in the presence of noise.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Errors as a function of σ with r = 10, ρs = 0.2, n = 200.

(b) Errors as a function of ρs with r = 10, σ = 0.5, n = 200.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Errors as a function of n with r = 10, ρs = 0.2, σ = 0.5.

(b) σ = 0.5, ρs = 0.2 and r = 0.1× n growing in proportion to n.

3.2 Real data analysis

Evaluation of SVS system is done on MIR-1K dataset proposed by Hsu

et al. (2010). The dataset consists of 1000 song clips extracted from 110

karaoke Chinese pop songs with split stereo channels, in which the music

accompaniment and singing voice is recorded separately on left and right

channel. We create a set of mixtures using the 1000 clips of the MIR-1K

dataset. For each clip, the voice and the music accompaniment were mixed

at 0 dB SNR. Zero indicates that the voice and music are at the same energy

levels.

In the separation process, we set a window size of 1024 and a hop size of

256 (at Fs= 16000). The parameter λ in RPCA is set to λ = 1/
√

max(n, p),

where n and p are the number of columns and rows of the spectrogram,

respectively. The number of principal components q is chosen to explain

13



SDR SIR SAR GNSDR

RPCA 1.95 6.64 5.31 2.04

DPCA 1.43 6.35 5.03 1.52

Table 3.1: Comparison between DPCA and RPCA

more than 70% of totla variance. Also, we set the gain factor in (2.6) to 1.

The evaluation results are listed in Table 3.1. As shown in Table 3.1, RPCA

achieves better GNSDR compared with DPCA. It is a different result than

we expected. This may be because MIR-1K is not corrupted by noise or

contains only small noise.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this thesis, we proposed an unsupervised approach which applies Data-

adaptive Principal Component Analysis on singing-voice separation from mu-

sic accompaniment. Although our approach does not give better performance

than RPCA, it gives better performance in the simulation study.

There are several ways in which this work could be extended, for example,

(1) to evaluate the effect of the cutoff value c in (2.19) since the results of

DPCA depend on the choice of c, and (2) to apply other dataset which is

corrupted by noise.
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국문초록

음악에서의 보컬 분리는 음악 신호에서 사람의 보컬을 추출하는 중요한 작업

이다. 사람의 보컬은 음악에 대한 유용한 정보를 제공하고 다양한 분야에서

사용된다.음악반주는음악에서반복적인구조를가지므로,저차원부분공간

에 존재한다고 가정할 수 있다. 반면에, 보컬은 음악에서 상대적으로 드물게

존재한다고 가정할 수 있다. 이런 가정하에서, Huang(2012)은 로버스트 주

성분 분석을 음악에서의 보컬 분리에 사용하는 것을 제안했다. 하지만, 음악

신호가 잡음으로 오염되어 있다면, 로버스트 주성분 분석을 사용하는 것은

적절하지 않다. 본 논문에서 우리는 보컬 분리에 자료 적응형 주성분 분석을

사용하는 것을 제안한다. 시뮬레이션에서 우리는 음악 신호가 잡음으로 오염

되어있는경우,우리가제안한방법이기존의방법보다더좋은성과를가짐을

확인하였다.
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